Instilling ideals of honesty, loyalty, courage and
sportsmanship through the sport of baseball since
1964.

Rules and Conditions of Use
(Sussex Insurance Centre Indoor Facility)
Remove Footwear
1. EVERYONE must remove outdoor shoes upon entering the building.
2. NO OUTDOOR SHOES OR CLEATS are allowed onto the turf field at any time by anyone.
No Food/Drink
3.
4.
5.
6.

NO SMOKING OR CHEWING TOBACCO ALLOWED anywhere in the facility.
NO SPITTING is permitted anywhere in the facility.
NO FOOD INCLUDING SPITS OR GUM of any type may be brought onto the turf field
No drinks of any type may be brought onto the turf field unless contained within a
sports bottle. Coffee in any container is specifically prohibited due to the damage it will
cause the turf

Use / Behavior Expectations
7. All users must ensure the facility (including dressing rooms) is clean, all garbage is
picked up and equipment is properly stored prior to leaving the facility
8. No person (whether or not participating in an activity) may pull, hang onto, harm, or
alter any of the netting surrounding the facility or the turf
9. Unless expressly authorized to do so, no person may touch, operate, or use any of the
cranks or ropes located inside of the facility or any of the personal training equipment in
the vestibule area.
10. No minor shall be left unsupervised while at the facility
11. No participant may have coins, keys or other objects in their pocket while participating
in any activity on the turf field
No Viewing Area
12. If you are not participating in a scheduled activity, please do not enter into the main
facility. For their own safety parents and spectators are asked to wait in the vestibule
area.
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Additional Rules / Expectations
13. Any person causing damage to the property shall be held accountable to reimburse
KMBA in full for all repair or replacement expenses arising from such conduct (except
for accidental damage occurring while participating in a scheduled activity).
14. Coaches/parents are responsible for the behaviour and conduct of all minors
accompanying them to the facility, including compliance with all rules and regulations
15. No person may participate in any activity or otherwise enter the playing surface without
ensuring they have proper medical and liability insurance in place
16. Kamloops Minor Baseball has no responsibility whatsoever for any personal belongings
that are lost, disappear, or may be stolen from the premises
17. Kamloops Minor Baseball reserves the right to deny access or assess damages to any
person who violates any rules and/or regulations of the facility,
18. Violation will result in ejection from the facility
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